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Unless otherwise agreed, HassleHolm only supplies grinding services according to the Grinding
Products listed by the company.
This means, for example, that incidental work such as disposal of chips, sowing/planting, refilling soil
or planting new trees is not included in our obligation.
Further, the purchaser is responsible for marking pipes/cable where necessary, as well as informing
our grind technician about these. This is particularly important during deep grinding and extensive
grinding.
Where necessary, the purchaser will expose pipes or cables in sensitive areas.
The purchaser is responsible for all appropriate permits, as required, as well as securing the work
area, (for example, city parking areas that must be closed).
In general, we presume non-limited working hours.
On larger construction sites, we assume that we will work under the purchaser’s work-environment
plan.
We assume that we will be provided with details concerning the work environment plan in order to
ensure that our project can be performed practically.
Work on roads and rights of way requires that we work under the purchaser’s traffic planning and
engineering permits.
Pricing:
See information under Pricing on our homepage.
All prices given in local currencies, excluding tax and VAT.
Quality and Environmental Assurance:
-HasselHolm is not certified, but does work actively with a quality assurance system to guide us in
order to ensure that all of our organization’s activities fulfill specific demands.
-We have been developing and implementing technology and safety and the environment for our
own machinery for many years; most of our equipment meets or exceeds today’s environmental
standards.

-All of our grind engineers have taken the Swedish Road Administraton’s professional road safety
course here in Sweden and are very knowledgeable of the safety demands that we have in place
when performing grinding jobs.

